Exchange technologies such as health information exchanges (HIE) currently lack acceptance theories that consider not only cognitive beliefs that result in adoption behavior but also emotional factors that may influence adoption intention. Based on the theory of reasoned action (TRA), the technology-adoption literature, and the trust literature, I theoretically explain and empirically test the impact that perceived benefits, perceived transparency of privacy policy, and familiarity have on cognitive trust and emotional trust in HIE. Moreover, I analyze the effect that cognitive trust and emotional trust have on individuals' intention to opt into HIE and their willingness to disclose health information. I conducted an online survey using data from individuals who knew about HIE through experiences with providers that participated in a regional consumer-mediated HIE network. In my SEM analysis, I found empirical support for the proposed model. My findings indicate that, when patients know more about HIE benefits, HIE sharing procedures, and privacy guidelines, they feel more in control, more assured, and less at risk. The results also show that patient trust in HIE may take the forms of intentions to opt in to HIE and patients' willingness to disclose personal health information that providers exchange through the HIE. I discuss the implications my results have for both academics and practitioners.
C ommunications of the A I S ssociation for nformation ystems
Introduction
Trust plays a significant role in the situations that include a distance between consumers and vendors, such as in Internet-dependent contexts (Baptista & Oliveira, 2015) . Health information exchanges (HIE) electronically share people's health information with other care providers to improve care coordination and enhance patient safety. HIE initiatives use sharing mechanisms to transmit health information without a patient's close supervision; thus, patient trust plays a core role in this setting, which features many security concerns and privacy risks (Campion, Edwards, Johnson, & Kaushal, 2013) . Public and private healthcare organizations use different sharing mechanisms to facilitate information exchange initiatives (Lenert, Sundwall, & Lenert, 2012) . Existing studies in HIE indicate that healthcare entities mainly use three exchange models to electronically transmit patient health information: direct, query-based, and patient-centered exchange (Campion et al., 2013) .
In the direct model, a provider can share encrypted patient medical records with a known recipient (Williams, Mostashari, Mertz, Hogin, & Atwal, 2012 ). This exchange model facilitates point-to-point data exchange in which the sender knows the recipient's identity and healthcare organizations can directly exchange patients' medical records via widely adopted email protocols. Direct exchange initiatives, which principally rely on trust between providers, incorporate electronic health records into the recipient's electronic health record (EHR) or clinical inbox in a secure network that healthcare entities govern. The direct model can improve communication and coordination among healthcare organizations that provide treatments by securely exchanging identifiable information about patients.
Query-based models (lookup systems) allow healthcare providers to find and request information on a patient from other providers. In this exchange mechanism, a central repository stores and aggregates electronic medical records from multiple healthcare organizations' EHR systems (Walker, Pan, Johnston, & Adler-Milstein, 2005) . Thus, requesting healthcare organizations can use a lookup process to pull required information from the data storage pool (Ancker, Edwards, Miller, & Kaushal, 2012) . The querybased model offers a mechanism to efficiently provide relevant, aggregated, and cross-organizational health records for managing care quality and developing disease registries.
Human thoughts and decisions include cognition and emotion (Komiak & Benbasat, 2004) ; therefore, one needs to investigate both cognitive beliefs (rational expectations and reasoning) and emotional reactions (affective evaluation and feelings) to better understand how patients will trust and react to a system that other users (healthcare providers) leverage to disseminate health information. Patients have to trust a HIE system before they will willingly make an opt-in decision or disclose their personal health information. Many factors influence this trust, such as the technology's efficiency and effectiveness and whether they have fair and honest relational exchanges with the technology (Lu, Zhang, Wang, & Keller, 2016) . Thus, both cognitive processes (robust rational reasons) and emotional procedures (strong feelings) may shape trust.
In line with previous research (e.g., Schoorman, Mayer, & Davis, 2007) , I define individual trust as how much trust an individual has in a trustee's specific characteristics, such as competence, integrity, and benevolence. Extrapolating to the HIE context, one can expect that patients would need to trust some HIE characteristics in order to opt in to the HIE and become more willing to disclose their personal health information to the system. In the HIE context, trust in competence refers to trust in the HIE's technical capabilities and in how proficiently the underlying technology allows users to share health information (McCarthy et al., 2014) . This dimension of trust explains why patients rely on a HIE network's technologically competent functions which may enable various health organizations to effectively disseminate health information. Trust in integrity indicates whether the relationships between patients and HIE networks are reliable and trustworthy, the HIE system honestly fulfills predetermined promises, and the HIE adheres to a set of principles that the patient finds acceptable. Trust in benevolence pertains to patients' belief that HIE cares about them beyond the expected commitments to genuinely act in their interests (Leisen & Hyman, 2004) . Based on this dimension, HIE initiatives focus on ensuring that both parties (i.e., patients and health organizations) benefit (Leimeister, Ebner, & Krcmar, 2005) . Emotional trust implies an emotional security that enables individuals to feel assured that an IT will respond in uncertain situations (Johnson & Grayson, 2005) .
We lack research that has examined the process through which patients trust a HIE. Despite patient trust's importance in HIE, research has not thoroughly conceptualized, clearly measured, or fully delineated it in this context. Previous studies have mainly investigated different dimensions of cognitive trust (mostly trust in network design characteristics) and paid relatively little attention to other trust dimensions (McGraw, Dempsey, Harris, & Goldman, 2009 ). Moreover, research has not analyzed the difference between patient trust's various levels and dimensions in the HIE context. In order for patients to trust a HIE network, they should feel assured that the HIE will not compromise their personal health information and sensitive medical records and not act unreasonably (Tripathi, Delano, Lund, & Rudolph, 2009 ). Sharing sensitive health information through a technology that healthcare providers use requires a new lens to understand consumers' intention to opt in to HIEs. According to Kim, Chan, Chan, and Gupta (2004) , traditional IT research mostly focuses on organizational employees as users who adopt traditional IT for work-related purposes. Many technology-adoption studies have found that cognitive factors (e.g., effort expectancy or facilitating conditions) can overshadow the effect that emotional variables (e.g., emotional trust) have on adoption decisions. For instance, these studies have given more weight to the potential effects that rational expectations rather than emotional reactions and feelings about a technology have on such decisions (e.g., Brown, Dennis, & Venkatesh, 2010; Venkatesh, Thong, & Xu, 2012) . Existing IT-adoption theories (such as TAM and UTAUT) mostly focus on cognition and on users' intention to accept and use a technology (e.g., Cimperman, Brenčič, & Trkman, 2016; Maillet, Mathieu, & Sicotte, 2015) . However, in the HIE context, consumers do not represent the main users. Patients benefit from HIE, but they are not the final users. The users are healthcare professionals (i.e., physicians and nurses), and the decision to adopt HIE occurs at the practice/hospital level.
The information systems (IS) literature shows the way in which people feel about IT impacts their adoption decisions (Hu, Lin, Whinston, & Zhang, 2004) . Several studies in the healthcare domain also suggest that affective processing (emotions) influences patients to make health decisions (such as sharing personal medical information) (e.g., Gustafson et al., 1999; Lee, Hwang, Hawkins, & Pingree, 2008) . In this study, I extend this research stream by describing two aspects of trust (cognitive and emotional) and examining their roles in consumers' opt-in intentions and their willingness to disclose health information. I posit that, when a technology (e.g., HIE) deals with sensitive information and may exacerbate privacy concerns, consumers' opt-in intentions and information disclosure willingness depend on more than just cognitive factors. I take a trust-based perspective to investigate HIE adoption from patients' standpoint. Based on Chopra and Wallace (2003) , trust plays an important role in situations where two sides depend on each other and this dependency may cause risks. In the HIE context, given the amount of information that Volume 45 10.17705/1CAIS.04521 Paper 21
healthcare organizations exchange among themselves, patients depend on HIEs to improve the treatment process, enhance care coordination, and improve the care they receive before they actually experience the possible effects. In this setting, risk can arise because patients may have concerns that healthcare providers share too much personal information or exchange erroneous health information through HIEs (Esmaeilzadeh, 2018) . Therefore, consumers' reactions to HIEs largely depend on how much they trust them.
To the best of my knowledge, research has not yet clearly described trust's nature and the differences between patient trust's dimensions in HIE. Patients' decisions about HIE (such as opt-in decisions) may involve more than cognition based due to the special context in which healthcare entities implement and use this technology. In many IT-adoption decisions at the individual level, consumers' affective reactions influence their choices (Derbaix, 1995) . In the HIE context, patients may not directly share their health information through exchange mechanisms, and they are distant from care providers who actually use these systems. Under this circumstance, patients cannot directly supervise and control the information that HIE networks exchange. Thus, patients' adoption decisions may depend on their affective evaluation and trusting attitude toward the exchange mechanisms and sharing procedures. Such a situation can downplay the pure impact that cognitive factors have on adoption decisions and give more weight to emotion due to uncertainty associated with the HIE and how healthcare organizations use this technology. In this study, I advance our knowledge about patient trust by defining it in the HIE adoption setting and differentiating it from patients' perceptions. I consider both cognitive and emotional factors and show whether emotional factors affect consumers' willingness to disclose health information and their intention to opt in to a technology designed to exchange their sensitive health information.
This study contributes to the existing research by investigating how individual consumers develop trust in consumer-mediated HIE and in what manner trust dimensions affect their resultant decisions about HIE.
In this research, I use the literature on trust and IT adoption to articulate how perceived benefits, perceived transparency of privacy policy, and familiarity impact opt-in intention and willingness to disclose health information through enhancing cognitive and emotional trust in the HIE characteristics.
This paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2, I elaborate on the study's theoretical background and on key prior research on HIE systems, the theory of reasoned action (TRA), trust, and information privacy. In Section 3, I describe my research model. In Section 4, I discuss the hypotheses I developed for empirical testing. In Section 5, I articulate the research design and measures I used for statistical analysis. In Section 6, I present the results to identify the factors that healthcare organizations can use to improve patients' willingness to share their health information and, thus, to successfully implement HIEs. In Section 7, I discuss the study's main theoretical contributions and practical implications, its limitations, and areas for future research. Finally, in Section 8, I conclude the paper.
Theoretical Background and Related Literature
This study mainly relies on three theoretical foundations: TRA, information privacy studies, and the trust literature. I apply the TRA as my main theoretical model in this study (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) . According to TRA, an individual's intention to perform a behavior depends on two variables: attitude and subjective norms. Attitude indicates individuals' positive/negative feelings about a behavior, and subjective norms denote individuals' perceptions about whether significant others believe they should or should not engage in the behavior. Significant others can include family members, close relatives, friends, peers, or colleagues who may affect the ways in which people conceptualize, interact with, and respond to a technology (Birchwood, Meaden, Trower, Gilbert, & Plaistow, 2000) . Consistent with Karahanna, Straub, and Chervany (1999) , subjective norms (i.e., normative beliefs) have a more significant effect when an individual lacks experience with an IT. Furthermore, a subjective norm is a salient factor when users perceive social pressure from important others to adopt a technology for their personal usage. In the HIEadoption context, patients will not actually be able to use this technology and may only shape attitudes and form beliefs toward using a new IT in healthcare organizations that manages information exchange among a wide range of providers (Angst & Agarwal, 2009 ). Therefore, since I focus on investigating the opt-in intentions and information disclosure willingness of individuals who have experience with the HIE in this study, the model I propose focuses on attitude and not subjective norms.
Previous studies highlight the role that privacy statement plays in trust building in other contexts, such as online shopping, website registration, and mobile Internet use. Online privacy statements' completeness and transparency influence online consumers' perceptions and behavioral intentions to purchase products (Capistrano & Chen, 2015) . In e-commerce settings, researchers have identified privacy statements' content as a significant factor that predicts consumer trust in websites (Wu, Huang, Yen, & Popova, 2012) . According to Callanan, Jerman-Blažič, and Blažič (2016) , user awareness about privacy policy has a direct effect on whether they will use mobile Internet. A website that has a solid privacy policy heightens online shoppers trust and, in turn, reduces their privacy concerns (Rifon, LaRose, & Choi, 2005) . Framing a rigorous privacy statement in a way that shows organizational compliance with the personal data protection regulations can significantly influence consumers' buying decisions (Egelman, Tsai, Cranor, & Acquisti, 2009 ).
As Tsai, Egelman, Cranor, and Acquisti (2011) have reported, if online retailers provide accessible and transparent privacy policy guidelines, consumers are more likely to pay a premium to purchase services from privacy protective websites. When websites clearly present a privacy statement, consumers are more willing to read it carefully in order to obtain more online services (Steinfeld, 2016) . Recent studies indicate that adults avoid using mobile applications or opt out of online services when they lack solid privacy statements (Rainie & Madden, 2015) . If websites provide clear details in their privacy policies, consumers will often provide more information to them (Milne & Culnan, 2004) . On the contrary, they will often provide less information to websites that provide no or few details in their privacy policies. Privacy policy dimensions contain details that empower customers by clarifying their rights and options to better control how organizations use health information about them. For instance, if they can opt out of sharing information with a third party, they will feel more control over their personal data and, thus, will trust online services more (Aïmeur, Lawani, & Dalkir, 2016) .
All information-exchange initiatives in the healthcare industry (such as HIE projects) fall under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act's (HIPAA) security rules (McGraw et al., 2009) . Under HIPAA, healthcare organizations need to implement security policies and procedures to prevent, detect, and correct security violations (Lam, Mitchell, & Sundaram, 2009) . For example, a healthcare entity needs to thoroughly analyze electronic health information's confidentiality, integrity, and availability prior to exchanging information with other providers. Moreover, healthcare organizations should clarify their sharing and use procedures for authorizing and supervising members who use electronic protected health information (Dimitropoulos & Rizk, 2009 ). For instance, security procedures should determine whether healthcare entities should allow a healthcare provider to access electronic health information or whether they should terminate it. Based on HIPAA guidelines, healthcare organizations need to implement procedures to verify the validity of physicians or entities that seek access to electronic health information (McDonald, 2009) . For instance, technical security measures and encryption mechanisms guard against unauthorized access to electronic health information that healthcare providers transmit over an electronic communications network (such as HIE).
With advances in the technologies that organizations use to exchange information, more consumers have become anxious about how organizations disclose, transfer, and sell their personal information.
Healthcare organizations should frame their privacy policies to address patients' privacy and security concerns. Privacy policy statements define how healthcare organizations collect, manage, use, and disseminate personal health information (ranging from less sensitive to highly sensitive) that directly and indirectly relates to patients. Prior studies in the HIE context have noted that HIE privacy policies should be informative and comprehensive to reassure patients that they face little risk from organizations' sharing their health information (Dimitropoulos, Patel, Scheffler, & Posnack, 2011) . However, we do not know what content and format a HIE privacy policy should adopt to raise public awareness and build cognitive trust in HIE. Healthcare organizations mainly devise privacy policies based on the five fair information practices principles (FIPPs): notice, access, choice, security, and enforcement (Wu et al., 2012) . Notice refers to an organization's sending timely announcements to consumers about its information-collection practices before it collects personal information. Choice refers to an organization's giving consumers options about how it will use the personal information it collects. Access refers to an organization's defining consumers' rights to view their own personal data and check such data's accuracy and completeness. Security refers to an organization's taking the required steps and actions to ensure the security and integrity of consumers' personal information. Enforcement refers to the national/international mechanisms, guidelines, and instruments that enforce privacy-protection principles. Thus, HIE initiatives should clearly communicate their privacy policy standpoint to patients in order to increase their trust in such initiatives.
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Many IS studies have treated trust as trusting beliefs (e.g., Gefen, Karahanna, & Straub, 2003; McKnight, Choudhury, & Kacmar, 2002) . Trusting beliefs refer to the cognitive beliefs that a trustor shapes based on a trustee's trust-related characteristics (i.e., competence, integrity, and benevolence) (Komiak & Benbasat, 2004) . This cognitive trust results from a rational process in which a trustor expects that a trustee will possess the required reliable attributes. Nevertheless, individuals cannot make trust-related decisions based on rational expectations alone (Komiak & Benbasat, 2006) . Prior trust literature describes trust in IT as a combination of both reasoning (cognitive trust) and feeling (emotional trust) (Komiak & Benbasat, 2004) . A trustor develops emotional trust in a trustee when the trustor evaluates how they feel about and their faith in the trustee (Rempel, Holmes, & Zanna, 1985) . In the IT context, emotional trust denotes whether an individual feels comfortable and secure about relying on the technology.
As cognitive and emotional trust differ, I consider both in this study to more comprehensively understand the effect that trust has on individuals' reactions to a HIE implementation. Based on previous studies (e.g., Mpinganjira, 2018) , I define trust in HIE as follows: 1) cognitive trust in competence: an individual's rational beliefs about the HIE's technical expertise and ability to exchange health information among healthcare entities, 2) cognitive trust in integrity: an individual's rational beliefs about the exchange process's honesty, 3) cognitive trust in benevolence: an individual's rational beliefs that HIE systems always consider the patient's interest, and 4) emotional trust: how assured and secure an individual feels about relying on HIE to share information between healthcare providers.
I treat the three cognitive trust dimensions independently because they conceptually and operationally differ (McKnight et al., 2002) . For instance, a HIE system may have the competence required to exchange information, but consumers may be worried that the HIE might share sensitive information for other purposes (such as marketing). Alternatively, consumers may perceive that a HIE network exhibits care to patients-especially when new information-sharing conditions arise, such as in situations without a preexisting agreement and commitment-but that it does not have adequate technical capability. One cannot easily evaluate trust in a HIE's benevolence because individuals may not form beliefs that the HIE shows care and goodwill beyond its primary tasks (e.g., sharing personal health information in a competent and honest manner). Prior studies in other contexts also indicate that cognitive trust in benevolence may not apply to every technology (Komiak & Benbasat, 2006) . Since a patient does not have a bilateral or close personal relationship with a HIE system, the latter does not represent a social actor, and, thus, it seems inconceivable for an individual to have cognitive trust in a HIE's benevolence. Therefore, consistent with the key tasks that HIEs perform, I use only cognitive trust in competence and cognitive trust in integrity in this study.
Research Model
The following research model ( Figure 1 ), which predominantly builds on a belief-attitude-intention framework, explains several causal relationships. The links begin with perceived benefits of HIEs, perceived transparency of privacy statement, and familiarity with HIEs (perceptions) to cognitive trust (trusting beliefs) to emotional trust (trusting attitude) and, finally, to intention to opt in to the HIE and willingness to distribute health information (trusting intention). In this study, I focus on the intention rather than the adoption behavior since enough evidence in the IS literature shows that intention strongly predicts behavior (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003) .
The model considers cognitive trust in competence and integrity as beliefs and conceptualizes emotional trust as an attitude. Patients may believe that a HIE displays competence and honesty in how it shares their health information based on firm rational reasons. Emotional trust captures individuals' attitude toward a HIE's adoption behavior since it represents an evaluative affect (i.e., feeling secure) about trusting the HIE. 
Hypotheses Development
Perceived benefits of a HIE refers to an individual's perception about a HIE's advantages for healthcare consumers. Nowadays, patients often seek medical treatments and care services from different physicians and providers. HIEs provide a network that shares patients' medical records with various geographically scattered healthcare entities that use different privacy policies. Patients perceive that the electronic exchange of information among healthcare providers represents a more convenient and costeffective sharing method compared with traditional data-sharing efforts (e.g., mail, phone, and fax transmission) (O'Kane, Mentis, & Thereska, 2013) . Patients also perceive HIEs to reduce medication errors and improve patient safety through avoiding duplicate tests and decreasing harmful drug incidents (Richardson, Richardson, Abramson, & Kaushal, 2012; Yaraghi, 2015) . According to Dimitropoulos and Rizk (2009) , HIE systems can improve care coordination among healthcare providers and advance how well they plan care for patients. Patients perceive that better communication between physicians that stems from HIEs will reduce delays in care delivery and expedite healthcare services (Park et al., 2013) . In general, interoperable data-sharing systems between healthcare organizations can improve medical records' completeness, reliability, and accuracy, which, in turn, can ameliorate public health (O'Donnell et al., 2011) . HIE systems can also help healthcare professionals detect infectious diseases earlier, which can save the life of many patients who suffer from chronic illnesses (Patel et al., 2012) .
The benefits that consumers perceive a HIE to have will affect their beliefs about the HIE. HIE systems can improve health quality and patient safety by providing physicians with complete and timely information, helping patients visit a specialist, expediting coordination between physicians involved in providing care, saving healthcare costs, and minimizing redundant medical procedures and tests. Further, HIE systems can allow healthcare entities to share more complete and correct health information with one another, which will likely help physicians generate better medical treatments and prescribe more accurate medications. Therefore, perceiving that a HIE will have benefits constitutes a sound and rational reason for a consumer to believe in the HIE's competence. Thus, I hypothesize:
H1: Perceiving a HIE to have benefits positively influences individuals to cognitively trust the HIE's competence.
The integrity of a HIE refers to the extent to which an individual perceives a HIE system to share data in an honest and unbiased manner. However, a HIE system may adhere to a set of principles that patients do not accept. For instance, a HIE might collect, share, and use patients' personal information for purposes other than care provision without obtaining authorization. It might have shared health information might with unauthorized entities for secondary use (such as marketing and research) (Grande, Mitra, Shah, Wan, & Asch, 2013) . Unauthorized third parties may illegally access patients' sensitive medical records through HIE procedures and use such information for data-mining purposes (Fernández-Alemán, Señor, Lozoya, & Toval, 2013) . Based on a national survey, McGraw et al. (2009) report that 77 percent of Americans expressed concern about entities' using their medical information for marketing purposes. A HIE system with higher benefits to customers will more effectively help them understand their care needs by providing a safe and credible mechanism to share health information with authorized entities for legitimate purposes. HIEs with better benefits will likely convince patients that they will share the right amount of health information with authorized healthcare professionals and organizations to meet relevant clinical purposes that can help with patients' treatments. HIE systems that offer more value to patients may better align with consumers' clinical preferences and fulfill promises without any deviations. Customers perceive a highly valuable HIE to align more with their own rather than any other party's healthcare-related expectations. Compared to a HIE with low benefits, patients may perceive a HIE network with higher benefits to patients to employ reliable procedures that grant access only to authorized users and to apply honest exchange procedures to share health information for legitimate purposes. These reliable characteristics will increase patients' perceptions that the HIE has unbiased procedures. Thus, perceiving a HIE to have such benefits will induce them to trust the HIE's integrity. Thus, I hypothesize:
H2: Perceiving a HIE to have positive benefits positively influences individuals to cognitively trust its integrity.
Consumer concerns in medical practices include the extent to which healthcare organizations collect and store medical records in their databases, the possibility of privacy violations (e.g., unauthorized access or hacked personal data), secondary use of medical records (e.g., datamining purposes), lack of control over data-collection practices, and how entities will use such information (Agaku, Adisa, Ayo-Yusuf, & Connolly, 2014; Chen & Xu, 2013; Perera, Holbrook, Thabane, Foster, & Willison, 2011) . Information privacy concerns may influence the validity and completeness of HIEs' patient databases, which may result in wasteful investment, inaccurate treatments, erroneous care planning, and higher mortality rates (Whiddett, Hunter, Engelbrecht, & Handy, 2006) . To avoid such issues, HIE networks should assure patients that they protect their medical records adequately. The degree of trust between patients and HIE efforts may attenuate patients' information privacy concerns. Privacy issues will influence a consumer's beliefs about a HIE. Thus, healthcare organizations should clearly present their privacy policies to build patient trust in the HIE's competence in protecting sensitive health information. Privacy policies help consumers better understand how other organizations will use their health information and decrease the concerns that they may improperly access and/or use patient health information for unanticipated purposes (Frohlich, Karp, Smith, & Sujansky, 2007) . The risk that organizations may misuse or illegitimately access information highlights that individuals need to develop trust in HIEs before they disclose their personal information. Previous studies emphasize that patients have concerns about losing control over the ways in which HIE systems manage their health information due to lack of transparency about their information practices and privacy policies (Kim, Joseph, & Ohno-Machado, 2015) . HIEs can decrease patients' privacy concerns and increase their trust through building a privacy policy with complete and transparent dimensions to clearly declare security tools and protection safeguards. A HIE initiative should develop comprehensive privacy policies in order to reduce the negative effects of information privacy concerns and improve patients' cognitive trust in the HIE's technical competence. The initiative should informative and transparent dimensions and principles in its policies to help patients better recognize its data-collection policies and information-sharing practices. The more transparent the privacy policy, the more likely patients will review and comprehend it, and only under this circumstance patients will patients more willingly trust a HIE's technical ability to protect health information. Thus, I hypothesize:
H3: Perceiving a HIE's privacy policy as transparent positively influences individuals to cognitively trust the HIE's competence.
Different industries have diverse compliance levels due to differences in their confirmation requirements and information sensitivity (Li, Stweart, Zhu, & Ni, 2012) . Organizations that operate in the healthcare industry should have better compliance because they deal with highly sensitive health information and medical reports. Thus, governments impose stricter policy guidelines on the industry sectors that process and handle highly sensitive personal information. HIE projects can take advantage of a transparent and accessible privacy policy to resolve concerns associated with data safety and potential misuse in order to win patient trust in HIE's integrity, which, in turn, leads to competitive advantage. Privacy policies should be comprehensive and transparent enough to address all principles that the HIPAA mentions (Dimitropoulos & Rizk, 2009 ).
The notice principle articulates what health information a healthcare organization collects and exchanges, the data exchange's purpose, how the organization will internally use such information, and whether it will disclose patient data to third parties. The choice principle delineates the consent process and permission requirements. This dimension provides options to patients about how healthcare organizations use their health data and disclose such records to other third-party entities. For instance, the choice dimension allows patients to limit organizations from exchanging their personal information or to voluntarily disclose their medical data for research purposes. The access principle entails granting patients access to obtain, review, and amend their personal information in order to ensure data accuracy and completeness. The security principle implies adopting reasonable measures and technical security steps to protect health information from unauthorized access, improper use, loss, unapproved alteration, or unanticipated disclosure during data-exchange processes. The retention principle clarifies how long healthcare providers can acceptably keep and process shared health information. It also articulates reasonable steps providers should take to permanently delete shared personal data if they no longer require it for the consented purpose. The enforcement principle highlights self-regulations such as privacy seals that inform the public that a healthcare provider's exchange procedures follow legal requirements in order to protect information privacy (Chua, Herbland, Wong, & Chang, 2017) . Thus, healthcare organizations that transparently show how they adhere to such principles in their privacy policies can demonstrate a HIE's safety, reliability, and dependability and, in turn, increase patients' cognitive trust in its integrity. Thus, I hypothesize:
H4: Perceiving a HIE's privacy policy as transparent positively influences individuals to cognitively trust the HIE's integrity.
Consistent with Gefen et al. (2003) , I characterize familiarity as how well an individual understands entity according to prior experience and interactions. Understanding an entity better and having experience with something would make someone more familiar with it. A high level of familiarity with HIE technology may create more knowledge about it and effectively decrease the distance between a patient and the system designed to exchange health information electronically. Patients become more familiar with a HIE via interacting with a physician or a healthcare organization that participates in a HIE network to share their health information with other providers. Through such an interaction, patients can learn how providers electronically share health information with one another, what exchange mechanisms (i.e., direct, look-up, or patient-centered) they use to do so, what sensitive information they exchange through the HIE, who will access and use the shared information, and for how long authorized users will be able to access the information.
Depending on whether patients have a positive or negative previous experience, familiarity can increase or decrease trust (Luhmann, 1979) . In the HIE context, while patients may not have directly experimented with a HIE, they can experience its effects as healthcare providers use it. Thus, if patients have had satisfactory experiences (e.g., a hospital previously exchanged their information to another provider in a convenient and efficient manner), their familiarity will heighten their trust in the HIE. This claim will likely apply in the HIE-adoption context since previous research indicates that individuals who experience HIE are more likely to choose HIE as their preferred information-exchange method (Park et al., 2013) .
We can expect that familiarity increases patients' cognitive trust in a HIE's competence. After experiencing the effects of a HIE that healthcare professionals use when delivering care, patients will become more familiar with its main functions and cognitively understand the sharing procedures and mechanisms associated with it. Patients can use such an understanding as a tool to help healthcare entities participate in HIE networks to improve care quality and reduce healthcare bills (Park et al., 2013) . Thus, a higher familiarity level (provided that a patient had a promising previous experience with a HIE network) will likely encourage the patient to think that HIE represents an effective and efficient means to deliver healthcare services. Thus, I hypothesize:
H5: Familiarity with a HIE positively influences individuals to cognitively trust the HIE's competence.
According to Luhmann (1979) patients better predict a HIE's functions. If patients experienced some wrongdoing, dishonest procedures, deceptive information-collection practices, unauthorized access, or illegal secondary use that a system supported, then they may predict that they should not rely on the HIE system. Consequently, they will think that the HIE network will also remain dishonest and untruthful in exchanging health information in the future. Therefore, familiarity level can heighten patients' cognitive trust in HIE's integrity. Thus, I hypothesize:
H6: Familiarity with a HIE positively influences individuals to cognitively trust the HIE's integrity.
According to Curtin, Patrick, Lang, Cacioppo, and Birbaumer (2001) , primarily cognition evokes emotion. Komiak and Benbasat (2006) highlight the positive relationship between cognitive trust and emotional trust. Extrapolating from prior studies to the HIE context, one can also argue that individuals conceptualize cognitive trust in a HIE's competence and integrity as a belief. Based on the cognitive trust in competence, patients believe that they can trust the HIE because it has the required technological underpinning and competent exchange mechanisms to share health information among providers more effectively and efficiently. Consistent with the cognitive trust in integrity, patients believe that they can depend on the HIE for sharing health information because it holds reliable principles, truthful sharing standards, and honest promises. In accordance with TRA, these beliefs can strongly affect patients' attitude toward a HIE. The literature has conceptualized emotional trust as an attitude (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) . Emotional trust refers to an affective evaluation and feelings of relying on a trustee (such as a technology). In the HIEadoption context, the higher the cognitive trust (both competence and integrity) patients have in a HIE, the stronger their feelings of assurance, security, and comfort about relying on the HIE. Thus, I hypothesize: In this study, I consider two related but different constructs as dependent variables. The intention to opt in to a HIE refers to the extent to which a patient will rely on a HIE as a useful and reliable technology for healthcare entities to disseminate information. Willingness to disclose health information refers to the extent to which individuals will share their personal data and sensitive health-related information to healthcare organizations with the knowledge that other providers may access to such information through HIE systems. These two constructs relate to each other because they both include an intention aspect: the first one relates to adopting a technology (opt-in intention) and the second one relates to a volunteer behavior (information disclosure). Nevertheless, they differ as the former variable deals with the notion about whether consumers are comfortable with the idea that healthcare providers will share their health information shared through HIEs and whether to allow such providers to use the system (if they have a choice in the near future). The latter factor predicts information-disclosure behavior when healthcare organizations implement HIE systems.
Medical professionals and information analysts continue to debate opt-in versus opt-out HIE systems. Specifically, they debate whether patents should have the right to decide whether or not their digital medical records should be available to healthcare practitioners who could potentially treat them (Angst & Agarwal, 2009 ). Currently, HIE use has not yet diffused among patients or healthcare professionals. However, we need to discover whether consumers will choose to opt in to a HIE system if they have the choice in the future. As patients typically cannot adopt a HIE, they can form attitudes, beliefs, and emotions about the concept of participating in sharing efforts. Therefore, in this context, one should evaluate use through perceptual measures rather than actual opt-in behavior. Feeling secure and comfortable relying on a HIE network can increase patients' intention to opt in to a HIE system. Thus, emotional trust in HIE can entice patients to allow the HIE system to share their medical records with relevant entities.
Information disclosure intention indicates individuals' willingness to voluntarily reveal personal information about themselves to others (Lowry, Cao, & Everard, 2011) . Information disclosure intention has an important effect on sharing behaviors in different online contexts (e.g., e-commerce and online health communities) (Dinev & Hart, 2006; Zhang et al., 2018) . In the HIE context, patients may be likely to disclose their information with providers participating in a HIE network in exchange for disease prevention, reduced healthcare costs, and more accurate and timely treatment suggestions. Previous studies highlight the importance of privacy and security concerns in the HIE-implementation context (Dimitropoulos & Rizk, 2009; Park et al., 2013) . Patients will hold a positive attitude toward a HIE when it collects, stores, and confidentially exchanges their health records (Abdulnabi et al., 2017) . According to Wright et al. (2010) , if a HIE does not meet a patient's privacy and security needs related to data-exchange mechanisms, the patient will become more likely to hide further health information from healthcare providers. Favorable attitude toward a HIE system results from a solid match between the HIE mechanisms and security/privacy requirements (Campion et al., 2013) . In this study, I conceptualize emotional trust as attitude toward HIE. In the presence of emotional trust, individuals feel assured about the security of a HIE network and the privacy of their sensitive information, which the HIE may share with other entities in the future. Thus, a high level of emotional trust in a HIE (i.e., feeling secure about HIE use) will increase patients' intention to opt in to the HIE. Moreover, I expect that patients who hold a favorable attitude toward a HIE will be more likely to disclose their personal health information to providers using the HIE in their practice.
H9: Emotional trust in a HIE positively influences individuals' intention to opt in to the HIE.
H10: Emotional trust in a HIE positively influences individuals' willingness to disclose their health information to the HIE.
Consistent with TRA, my model proposes only indirect relationships between perceptions (perceived benefits, perceived transparency of privacy statement, and familiarity) and attitude (emotional trust) through beliefs (cognitive trust). Nevertheless, perceptions also possibly directly affect attitude. For instance, a higher value and privacy transparency attached to a HIE network can lead to a higher sense of security, a greater sense of control, and greater comfort about relying on the HIE for information sharing. Thus, I performed mediation tests to identify full and partial mediation effects in my model.
Methodology

Measurement Development
I drew on the existing literature to measure the constructs in the model, though I made minor changes to the instrument to fit the HIE context. I adapted items measuring opt-in behavioral intentions from Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Angst and Agarwal (2009) . I adapted items measuring perceived benefits from factors that previous studies have suggested, such as Kim et al. (2015) , O'Donnell et al. (2011), and Patel et al. (2012) . I adapted items reflecting familiarity from Kim, Ferrin, and Rao (2008) . I adapted the scales used to measure cognitive trust in HIE's competency, cognitive trust in HIE's integrity, and emotional trust in HIE from Komiak and Benbasat (2006) and Mpinganjira (2018) . To measure the six dimensions of perceived transparency of privacy policy (i.e., notice, choice, access, security, retention, and enforcement), I adapted items from Chua et al. (2017) and Wu et al. (2012) . I clearly defined each dimension and separated them from one another to avoid any possible confusion between them. I measured the perceived transparency of privacy policy as a reflective second-order construct with six dimensions because perceived transparency reflects the six dimensions and the expected interactions among them. According to Kayhan (2015) , reflective modeling represents a better option than formative when one expects first-order factors to interact, correlate, or share a common theme. Thus, one needs to consider the interrelationships among these factors when measuring perceived transparency. For instance, the notice principle, which defines why an organization exchanges data and what information it shares, may relate to the security dimension that defines the security safeguards that an organization uses to protect such information and its data-transmission process. Finally, I adapted the items that indicate willingness to disclose health information from Zhang et al. (2018) .
Once I developed the initial questionnaire based on previous research, I used an expert judgment approach to enhance the survey's content validity. To verify the survey's completeness, accuracy, readability, and format, I sent the questionnaire to seven experts in the health informatics and HIE fields. I used content validity index testing to analyze the feedback and suggestions. In this approach, the team of experts indicated whether each item on a scale concurred with or pertained to the construct. Then, I computed the percentage of items that the experts deemed relevant for each expert and the average of the percentages across experts. The average congruency percentage (ACP) was 92-higher than the suggested 90 percent threshold (Polit & Beck, 2006) . Therefore, I considered the ACP acceptable for the survey I used. I then removed the marked ambiguous words and modified the questions based on the experts' suggestions to ensure that potential participants could clearly understand them. Prior to conducting the main study, I conducted a pilot test with 137 graduate students at a large Southeastern university in the United States to ensure the instrument's reliability and validity. I computed the Cronbach's alpha for each construct (perceived benefits of HIE: α= 0.91, perceived transparency of privacy statement:
α=0.96, familiarity with HIE: α = 0.88, cognitive trust in HIE's competency: α = 0.85, cognitive trust in HIE's integrity: α = 0.90, emotional trust in HIE: α = 0.91, intention to opt in to HIE: α = 0.92, willingness to disclose health information: α = 0.92). All Cronbach's alpha values exceeded the 0.7 cut-off point, which indicates that the instrument was internally consistent (Hair, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2011) . I used five-point Likert scales with anchors ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). I list the final measure items used in this study in Appendix A.
Data-collection Procedure
I collected data in June, 2018, from Amazon's Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to obtain a representative group of subjects. Since patient-centered HIE has not yet become a routine technology for many individuals, to get more solid and reliable findings, I specified five additional qualifications that individuals had to meet to participate in the survey. First, I defined a screening question to include only individuals who had visited a healthcare provider that participated in a regional patient-centered HIE network. When patients participate in a patient-centered HIE, they experience its privacy policy because it will share their medical information through a consent process. Therefore, patients have a higher chance to become more familiar with HIE functions and mechanisms when they have experienced with a patient-centered HIE than when they have experienced a direct-exchange or query-based exchange model. Patients need to engage more in their care planning and treatments through a patient-centered HIE due to their moderating role in the information-exchange process. Thus, one can argue that, in the context of this study, patients who experienced a regional patient-centered HIE had a greater likelihood to be familiar with the HIE technology's functions due to their ability to aggregate and control how healthcare providers use their medical information.
Thus, the participants knew about HIE efforts and online-sharing mechanisms when they took part in this study. I incentivized participation with a monetary reward (US$3). At the beginning of the online survey, I described HIE technology in detail to ensure that respondents completely comprehended the study's context and purpose. I then asked the respondents a question about their level of familiarity with HIEs. To capture the dynamic trust-building process and double check on whether their experience with HIE projects met my criteria, prior to answering the main survey questions, I requested them to compose a paragraph to describe why and how they were familiar with HIEs. In total, 546 individuals attempted the survey. I analyzed respondents' answers to the familiarity question to detect the main reasons they knew about HIEs. Almost 95 percent of the respondents knew about HIEs through visiting one or multiple doctors who participated in a HIE network. The remaining five percent knew about HIEs due to other reasons, such as through reading the Internet or social media, reading healthcare magazines/newspapers, learning about it from their friends and family, or working in healthcare. Since I focused only on individuals who knew about HIEs due to visiting providers that actually shared their information through HIE networks, I discarded 27 responses (which left 519 responses).
Second, since I focus on regional patient-centered HIE in this paper, I controlled the HIE's locale to ensure all participants evaluated the same HIE network. In the beginning of survey, I also asked participants whether physicians had used HIE to share their health information regionally or nationally. Only four respondents mentioned that physicians used HIE to share their medical records nationally (i.e., from one state to another one); thus, I removed them from the dataset. The remaining 515 respondents reported that physicians used HIE to share their health information with providers in the same region (i.e., a community, city, or county). They knew that physicians shared their health records online to other physicians involved in their care who practiced in their city or county. Thus, one can argue that, in this study, respondents viewed HIE network through a regional lens whereby regional entities had promoted HIE use.
Third, in order to evaluate respondents' familiarity with the policies and security measures of the HIE that they had experienced, I asked them whether they had experienced the HIE's privacy policy. Fourteen respondents reported that they did not read the privacy statement completely, while 501 participants indicated that they did. Then, I asked them to rate their familiarity with the HIE's privacy policy. All 501 respondents rated their knowledge about the privacy policy as either "good" or "very good".
Fourth, I requested participants to answer questions about the last time a healthcare provider used a HIE network to share their health information with other entities. To ensure that they had a recent enough experience such that they could remember its details, I asked them to indicate how many times they visited a (or multiple) doctor participating in a HIE project and when the most recent one occurred. Respondents had visited a (or multiple) physician involved in a HIE effort an average of 4.32 times during the previous year, and the most recent experience ranged from two months to a week ago. As such, I found that participants had recent experiences with a HIE, which provides more evidence that they knew about the privacy policy statements associated with it.
Finally, as previous studies have mentioned, poor attention and random responses constitute general concerns when one collects data (Huang, Curran, Keeney, Poposki, & DeShon, 2012) . Consistent with other studies, I used "captcha" questions to prevent and identify careless, hurried, or haphazard answers (Mason & Suri, 2012) . Based on answers to these questions, I dropped eight responses. This ratio concurs with what previous studies that have used MTurk to collect data have reported (O'Leary, Wilson, & Metiu, 2014) . Thus, I alleviated concerns that online respondents might reply randomly or haphazardly to complete the survey quickly. After excluding responses that failed the response-quality questions, 493 usable and valid responses remained. Moreover, on average, respondents completed the survey in 15.3 minutes, which, given the number of questions in the survey, suggested respondents spent an acceptable amount of time completing it. Relying on these screening questions and figures, the final sample fitted the study objective: to investigate individuals' (who had experience with a regional patient-centered HIE through visiting providers who electronically shared their records using the HIE technology) trust in HIE and their intention to opt in to HIE.
When testing my research model, I controlled for consumer demographics and contextual factors such as income, age, education, race, gender, general technology experience, and perceived health status, which prior research has tested and found to be important factors in HIE adoption. Therefore, one could argue that, by controlling the effects of aforementioned variables, I mainly measure individuals' intention to opt in to a HIE and willingness to disclose health information based on cognitive and emotional processes that reflect consumers' beliefs and attitudes toward electronic data exchange.
Instrument Validation
To validate the survey instrument, I performed a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) on all the constructs to assess the measurement model. To do so, I used IBM SPSS AMOS (version 22) to test convergent validity and discriminant validity. According to Gefen, Straub, and Boudreau (2000) , one can test convergent validity by examining the standardized factor loading, composite reliability, and the average variance extracted (AVE). Appendix B shows the results of the convergent validity test. All values of composite reliabilities exceeded the threshold value (0.7), which suggests adequate construct reliability (Chin, 1998) . According to Joseph F Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, and Tatham (2006), a factor loading of 0.7 or greater is acceptable. In this study, all reported standardized factor loadings exceeded 0.7. I calculated the AVE of each construct using standardized factor loadings. All reported values of the AVE also exceeded 0.5, which met the minimum requirement (Segars, 1997) . These measures suggest that the measurement model displayed adequate convergent validity.
I also tested the discriminant validity of the constructs. In Table 1 , the main diagonal elements in bold denote the square roots of the AVEs and the off-diagonal values represent the correlation coefficients between the constructs. All the diagonal values exceeded 0.7 and the correlations between any pair of constructs (Fornell, Tellis, & Zinkhan, 1982) . Therefore, the result indicates that the model displayed adequate discriminant validity, and we can assume that the model also had adequate discriminant validity. Although some constructs had low correlations (e.g., a correlation of 0.483 between cognitive trust in HIE's competency and cognitive trust in HIE's integrity), I checked for multi-collinearity by computing the variance inflation factor (VIF) and tolerance values for the predictor variables. The resultant VIF values were between 1.385 and 1.831, below the 0.5 cut-off value, and the tolerance values were in the range of 0.546 and 0.722, lower than the 0.1 threshold (Joe F Hair et al., 2011) . Thus, the multi-collinearity did not pose an issue in this research.
Results
Appendix C depicts respondents' characteristics. The demographic characteristics show that the majority of respondents were male (54.4%) and White (74.8%), had a full-time job (68.6%), and had a bachelor's degree (52.2%). Respondents were fairly familiar with general technology (the Internet and computers) and healthcare technology (health tracking apps, online patient communities, and personal health records). Moreover, based on the perceived health status (mean = 3.98), they were healthy enough to participate in the online survey.
Control Variables
I controlled for factors that do not represent the core variables (i.e., factors in the causal model) of this study but that nevertheless may have affected the inter-relationships between the core variables. As I mention in Section 5.2 I controlled the HIE locale and HIE model and considered only regional patientcentered HIE. I also controlled for age, gender, race, income, education, technology experience, and perceived health status. Although the causal model seems to represent consumers' opt-in intention and determine their willingness to disclose health information, I found that the control variables did not have a negligible effect. The findings in Table 2 show that age, education level, and technology experience influenced intention to opt in to a HIE (ß = -0.141, p < 0.01; ß = 0.112, p < 0.05, ß = 0.132, p < 0.01).
These effects indicate that younger patients who are more familiar with HIE networks and also have higher educational and technology experience backgrounds may have higher intentions towards opting in to a HIE that healthcare providers use to share health information. Among the control variables, only education level affected willingness to disclose health information (ß = 0.186, p < 0.01). This finding means that individuals with higher levels of education are more likely to share their personal health information with healthcare providers. In contrast, gender, race, income, and health status did not affect both opt-in intention and willingness to disclose health data. of freedom (χ2/df = 2.24). The indices values for CFI = 0.914, NFI = 0.921, RFI = 0.923, and TLI = 0.936 exceeded 0.9, and the SRMR = 0.035 and RMSEA = 0.047 were below 0.08 (Byrne, 2001) . All these measures of fit were in the acceptable range, and only GFI = 0.851 and AGFI = 0.822 were marginal. Based on Kline (2015) , at least four of the statistical values met the minimum recommended values, which suggests a good fit between the hypothesized model and the observed data.
The results show that one would more accurately model and measure perceived transparency of privacy policy in the HIE context as a second-order construct with six factors (i.e., notice, choice, access, security, retention, and enforcement). The presence of significant positive correlations between the six dimensions confirms expected interactions between them. Moreover, the path values of the six indicators (notice: 0.92, choice: 0.95, access: 0.96, security: 0.96, retention: 0.93, and enforcement: 0.95) were significant (p < 0.001). Figure 2 displays the structural model's standardized path coefficients and depicts the significant predictors of patients' opt-in intentions and willingness to share health information. Table 3 summarizes the hypothesis results. I found a significant positive relationship between perceived benefits and cognitive trust in a HIE's competency, which supports H1 (β = 0.57, p < 0.001). I found higher perceived benefits of a HIE leads to higher cognitive trust in the HIE's integrity, which supports H2 (β = 0.34, p < 0.001). I found that perceived transparency of privacy policy significantly increased cognitive trust in a HIE's competency, which supports H3 (β = 0.23, p < 0.01). I found that transparency of privacy policy was a significant antecedent of cognitive trust in a HIE's integrity (β = 0.46, p < 0.001), which supports H4. Familiarity with a HIE had a significant relationship with cognitive trust in the HIE's competency, which supports H5 (β = 0.09, p < 0.05). However, familiarity with a HIE did not have a significant effect on cognitive trust in the HIE's integrity, which does not support H6 (β = 0.04, nonsignificant path). Moreover, the R 2 scores for two types of cognitive trust were 0.53 for cognitive trust in competency and 0.44 for cognitive trust in integrity. I found that cognitive trust in a HIE's competency had a positive relationship with emotional trust in the HIE, which supports H7 (β = 0.52, p < 0.001). I found that cognitive trust in a HIE's integrity significantly affected emotional trust in the HIE, which supports H8 (β = 0.34, p < 0.01). Furthermore, the R2 score for emotional trust was 0.48. I found that the higher the emotional trust in a HIE, the more likely patients were to allow healthcare providers to electronically exchange their health information using the HIE networks, which supports H9 (β = 0.61, p < 0.001). In addition, emotional trust had a significant positive effect on enticing patients to disclose their health information, which supports H10 (β = 0.57, p < 0.001). Finally, the R 2 scores for opt-in intention and willingness to disclose health information were .59, and .56, reflectively, which suggests that the model provides relatively strong explanatory power to predict the variance in the patients' willingness to release their health data and their intentions to opt in to HIE systems. 
Mediating Effects
I also conducted a supplementary analysis using the bootstrapping technique to examine the mediating effects. According to Table 4 , both cognitive trust beliefs fully mediated the impact of perceived transparency of privacy policy on emotional trust in HIE. However, both cognitive trust in competency and integrity partially mediated the relationship between perceived benefits and emotional trust in HIE. Cognitive trust in competency fully mediated the effect that familiarity had on emotional trust in HIE, but cognitive trust in integrity did not significantly mediate the relationship between familiarity and emotional trust. Emotional trust partially mediated the impact that cognitive trust in competency had on both opt-in intention and willingness to disclose information. Nevertheless, emotional trust in HIE fully mediated the effect that cognitive trust in integrity had on both opt-in intention and willingness to disclose information. 
Discussion
Primary Findings and Implications for Research
This study has several implications for research. First, since previous studies have proposed trust as an important variable in the HIE-rollout context (e.g., Unertl et al., 2011) , we need to elaborate and empirically test different dimensions of trust in the HIE adoption research stream. In this study, I separate cognitive trust in competence, cognitive trust in integrity, and emotional trust to more completely evaluate trust's impacts on patients' intentions to endorse use of HIE and its possible effects on their informationdisclosure decisions. In the HIE, context previous studies have mostly considered trust as trusting beliefs (e.g., Dimitropoulos et al., 2011; McGraw et al., 2009 ). To offer more comprehensive insights, I investigated both cognitive and emotional dimensions of patient trust in HIE. My proposed model posits that cognitive trust reflects trust as beliefs and emotional trust conceptualizes trust as attitude. In line with TRA and previous studies that use this theory in other contexts, I found that cognitive trust in a HIE's competence and cognitive trust in a HIE's integrity (beliefs) significantly influence emotional trust in the HIE (attitude). This result concurs with psychology studies (e.g., Curtin et al., 2001 ) that suggest that cognition triggers emotion and, in turn, that the latter directly affects the decision-making process.
Second, in this study, I differentiate between cognitive and emotional trust in HIE in order to explain how patients form trust in the HIE context. I delineate cognitive trust in a HIE with two dimensions: rational expectations about the HIE's ability to fulfill its obligations (cognitive trust in competence), and the rational reasons associated with the reliability of the HIE's principles (cognitive trust in integrity). I define emotional trust as a patient's comfort and security feelings about relying on the HIE to disseminate health information. This work also indicates that three antecedents (i.e., perceived benefits, perceived transparency of privacy policy, and familiarity levels) can resolve uncertainty associated with sharing processes, advance patient awareness of a HIE, and generate knowledge about how it operates. Then, the way in which patients interpret their knowledge will directly affect their cognitive trust in competence and integrity. In line with Kahn, Pace-Schott, and Hobson (2002) , people with rational expectations and reasons to believe that a HIE has the necessary characteristics for them to rely on it will feel more in control, secure, and comfortable (emotional trust) about relying on the HIE to share their personal health information. Based on the direct and indirect relationships that I describe in my model, when a patient becomes cognitively and emotionally involved with a HIE system and forms trust with it, the patient becomes more likely to disclose health information and allow healthcare providers to leverage this technology in order to share such information electronically with other healthcare parties.
Third, prior studies have used the general concept of public trust to predict security and privacy concerns associated with HIE implementation (e.g., Simon, Evans, Benjamin, Delano, & Bates, 2009; Tripathi et al., 2009) . My study constitutes the first to investigate the role that emotional trust plays in a HIE rollout from consumers' perspective. I found that emotional trust had significant positive relationships with opt-in intention and willingness to distribute health information. Moreover, in the mediation tests, I found that emotional trust in a HIE fully mediated the relationship between cognitive trust in integrity and opt-in intention and between cognitive trust in integrity and willingness to distribute health information. However, I found that cognitive trust in integrity only partially mediated the impact that cognitive trust in competence had on opt-in intention and willingness to distribute health information. The mediation effects suggest that emotional trust in a HIE plays a more important role when patients depend on HIE based on its integrity and honesty than when they depend on the HIE solely based on its competence and technological capability. Emotional trust reflects the full impact that cognitive trust in HIE's integrity has on the both behavioral intention variables, which indicates that emotional trust can remove privacy and security concerns associated with using a new technology designed for data-sharing purposes in the healthcare industry. As such, emotional trust can address integrity barriers, help patients opt in to a HIE, and help them to not hide their health information when visiting a physician. On the other hand, the partial mediating effect that emotional trust had on the relationships between cognitive trust in HIE competence and both behavioral intention variables may point to the importance of patients' beliefs about a HIE's functions and how it works. High/more trust built on relying on a HIE's technological underpinning and high/more extent to which patients believe that the HIE will be competent in sharing electronic medical records as a reliable expert system will directly increase their intentions to support the HIE system and advance their willingness to release their health information.
Fourth, compared to the traditional information-sharing methods in the healthcare industry (such as mail or fax transmission), HIE is a new technology for many patients. Therefore, it is quite possible that Volume 45 10.17705/1CAIS.04521
Paper 21 patients know less about its sharing mechanisms and have low general awareness about how it works. Patients represent one of the most important stakeholders i any HIE effort. Therefore, healthcare providers will not be able to implement HIE projects widely if patients do not have a positive view and attitude toward the exchange procedures (Yeager, Walker, Cole, Mora, & Diana, 2014) . Recognizing that they may not know something about a HIE can adversely affect patients' decisions to opt in to a HIE. As a result, they will be skeptical about the HIE for sharing sensitive health information. Prior studies indicate that healthcare organizations need to raise the public's awareness about HIE mechanisms, functions, integrity, and security safeguards (Edaibat, Dever, & Stuban, 2017; Eden et al., 2016) . In forming trust with a technology (as an impersonal entity), involved organizations should help consumers learn about its functions and features (Komiak & Benbasat, 2004) .
This work contributes to the literature on HIE adoption by identifying three antecedents that can help patients learn about a HIE. My results suggest that individuals who perceive a HIE to have high benefits, who perceive the HIE's privacy policies as transparent, and who have good familiarity with the HIE will develop higher levels of trust in the HIE. Accordingly, these variables directly increase cognitive trust and indirectly heighten emotional trust in a HIE. Interestingly, of the three antecedents, I found the benefits that patients perceive a HIE to have to exert the most significant effect on trust's dimensions, which concurs with previous studies (e.g., Patel et al., 2012; Simon et al., 2009 ) that indicate that the best way to persuade patients to opt in to HIEs involves highlighting tangible or intangible gains that electronic information exchanges can directly generate for them. Therefore, perceived benefits, perceived transparency of privacy policy, and familiarity with a HIE lead patients to develop positive believes and attitudes toward the HIE. Hence, trusting relationships between patients and HIE systems (through patients' familiarity with HIE, HIE's perceived benefits, and HIE's transparent privacy statement) can encourage them to opt-in to HIE by increasing cognitive and emotional trust.
Fifth, I found that perceived benefits most significantly determined cognitive trust in competence (0.570). The two cognitive trust beliefs partially mediated the relationship between perceived benefits of HIE and emotional trust. This finding indicates that the direct impact that perceived benefits had on emotional trust remained significant even in the presence of the mediating effects. Thus, perceived benefits can positively affect patients' security feelings about a HIE. Moreover, the benefits help patients feel more comfortable about relying on the HIE for sharing information through increasing their belief that the HIE is a competent expert system with reliable exchange procedures and honest mechanisms. The total effect that perceived benefits had on the patients' willingness to disclose health information was 0.441-greater than the effect that the other two antecedents had. These findings suggest that one needs to present patients with the value that HIE initiatives add to significantly affect both their cognitive and emotional processes and, thus, encourage them to disclose their health information that healthcare providers might exchange via HIE networks. These results also suggest how previous experiences and familiarity with HIE can heighten patients' cognitive and emotional trust in a HIE, which, in turn, increases their intention to support healthcare organizations' adopting, implementing, and using HIE.
Sixth, I found that perceived transparency of privacy statement most significantly explained integrity trust (0.468). In addition, the total effect that perceived transparency of privacy statement had on emotional trust was 0.418-greater than the effect that the other two determinants had. The level of trust in HIE integrity and competence fully mediated the relationship between perceived transparency of privacy policy and emotional trust, which indicates that significant mediating effects overshadowed the direct impact that transparent privacy statement had on emotional trust. This full mediating result implies that a privacy policy's transparency significantly contributes to emotional trust in a HIE only through cognitive dependence on the HIE's integrity and competence. Thus, a clear privacy policy can ensure that patients feel assured about relying on a HIE only through boosting individuals' belief that the HIE is an expert system that uses reliable and honest exchange mechanisms.
Finally, the level of familiarity with HIE had the greatest total impact on intention to opt in to a HIE (0.440). Between cognitive trust in competency and cognitive trust in integrity, trust in a HIE's competence fully mediated the relationship between familiarity with the HIE and emotional trust. This finding illustrates that the significant mediating effect of cognitive trust between familiarity and emotional trust dominates the direct impact that familiarity has on emotional processes. This mediating effect shows that past experience with a HIE can positively affect patients' attitude toward the HIE only through increasing their beliefs that HIE is competent enough to share health information in a secure and private manner. The results indicate that familiarity with HIE can increase cognitive trust in competency but that it has no significant effect on cognitive trust in integrity. As for why, familiarity may provide patients with more details about the process and technical mechanisms in which healthcare providers exchange medical data rather than evidence about a HIE system's reliability. For example, information such as what exchange models will be used and how medical records will be shared with other providers demonstrates the relationship between familiarity and cognitive trust in a HIE's competency. Being familiar with HIE may not significantly contribute to cognitive trust in integrity because it primarily impacts the trust-building process through informing patients about what health information providers exchange, why they exchange such information, and which providers specifically will access it. Thus, familiarity with HIE may not effectively help patients trust that a HIE system will keep the promises it makes and that it will honestly and reliably share information.
Implications for Practice
This study also has several important practical implications. First, the findings suggest the importance of educating consumers about HIE mechanisms and sharing procedures to appeal to their cognitive and emotional trust. Since I found that perceived benefits of HIE plays a significant role in building cognitive trust in competence and integrity, healthcare entities can perform a systematic strategy to better demonstrate their HIE's expected values, direct benefits, and possible gains for patients. For instance, HIE organizations can administer national educational programs, health conferences, and webinars that many people can easily access to clearly publicize the key goals and advantages of regional HIE efforts. Further, healthcare organizations can use educational forums available on official health websites, online tutorials accessible on patient portals or online health communities, and computerized help programs to improve the transparency of HIE efforts, broadcast their expected benefits, and increase public awareness and patient familiarity on digital-exchange mechanisms.
Second, healthcare providers can use patient trust to expand from the traditional sharing methods to HIE models (such as direct exchange, query-based exchange, or consumer-mediated exchange) (Esmaeilzadeh & Mirzaei, 2018) . Healthcare providers should look for opportunities to nurture their patients' trust in projects designed to exchange health information electronically. They should consider using tactics to increase the transparency and completeness of HIE privacy policies and develop campaigns that leverage the power of healthcare organizations' image to the public and their brand reputation. HIE policy makers should establish broad marketing strategies to enhance patients' perceptions about the accountability and accuracy of privacy policies, which can foster patients' trust in HIE services. My findings suggest that HIE managers should consider maximizing the transparency of privacy policy dimensions to induce consumers to read privacy policy statements and make it a significant consideration in sharing personal information.
Third, a lack of public awareness about HIEs' expected benefits and components in their privacy statements may impede providers from sharing information since patients lack cognitive and emotional trust in HIE. My findings suggests that both physicians and healthcare organizations (such as hospitals) can directly play an important role in persuading patients in order to give consent to sharing their medical records over HIEs. Physicians may have a more effective role because they have face-to-face encounters with patients and, during consultations, can enlighten them about the benefits of electronic information sharing. For instance, they can tell patients about how HIE networks can help them detect diseases, coordinate treatments with other providers, and improve patient safety. Hospitals can also influence how patients build trust in HIE by educating them through brochures, leaflets, diagrams, and fact sheets that average people can comprehend. These efforts should clearly highlight why healthcare providers share health information, what information they share, how they exchange such information from one point to another, what exchange mechanisms they use, who can access the medical data, what security safeguards will protect their records, and how often the transmission takes place.
Fourth, beside the educational programs that help patients recognize HIE's benefits, HIE administrators and healthcare organizations should attempt to meet patients' privacy policy expectations. According to my results, a comprehensive privacy statement that addresses privacy policy requirements should have six related dimensions: 1) notice, 2) choice, 3) access, 4) security, 5) retention, and 6) enforcement. The notice dimension should clearly state what health data the HIE collect and share, specify why they exchange data, identify any potential data recipients, explain how they will use the shared personal information, and indicate whether the exchange of the requested data is voluntary or required for hospitals. The choice dimension should provide patients with transparent options about how to limit others from sharing their personal information, give them a clear choice by asking for their permission before disclosing health information to third parties, and explain information-sharing requirements in some Volume 45 10.17705/1CAIS.04521 Paper 21 particular cases (e.g., in the case of emergency). The access dimension should describe whether individuals can access their personal information, explain whether they can correct inaccuracies in their personal information, and state whether they have the right to delete their personal information from HIE records. The security dimension should clearly state the safeguards that protect data from unauthorized access and explain the required technology that ensures cross-border data protection. The retention dimension should clearly state how long the HIE will keep personal data, describe the time frame that providers will access shared health information, and explain the reasonable approaches to ensure that the HIE does not keep private health data longer than necessary. Finally, the enforcement dimension should clearly describe the actions that governmental agencies will take against entities that violate the privacy principles and provide guidelines and enforcement mechanisms to assure that online information sharing will abide by privacy laws.
Fifth, my results show that patients care about transparent HIE privacy policies and that such policies significantly affect their cognitive trust in a HIE's competence and integrity. Healthcare entities should not merely prepare HIE privacy policies to meet legal requirements and protect themselves from potential privacy lawsuits. Rather, they should prepare them to address patients' privacy and security risks. Evidence suggests that, in general, hospitals prepare their privacy policies in a way that most adults cannot easily understand; thus, patients usually do not read policy statements (Paasche-Orlow, Jacob, & Powell, 2005; Singh, Sumeeth, & Miller, 2011) . One can use various means to help patients better understand their rights and controls their sensitive health information, such as ensuring privacy policies cover all six dimensions, adopting a standardized writing style, focusing creating transparent content, and minimizing and/or simplifying jargon and specialized language. HIE privacy statements should choose and focus on content that resolves patients' most pressing privacy concerns. HIE initiative administrators can modify privacy policies based on the issues that rank high on their patients' concern list. Regulatory agencies can also play an important role by conducting educational workshops or training for HIE organizations and healthcare providers on how to develop comprehensive privacy policies and by running awareness campaigns to help the general public understand HIE initiatives' information privacy and privacy practices. By doing so, HIE organizations and healthcare providers can minimize legal punishments and privacy violation penalties and help patients trust HIE initiatives more. The entities involved in HIE efforts should also analyze their existing privacy statements' language and format to ensure they clearly reflect the six components. HIE organizations may find my results useful to create robust, accessible, comprehensive, and transparent privacy statements for information-exchange purposes in order to improve patient trust in HIE initiatives.
Finally, relying on the mediating effects I identified, healthcare organizations can provide solid, logical, and reasonable evidence about their HIE's functionality and integrity to heighten patients' emotional trust through increased cognitive trust. According to my findings, both cognitive trust beliefs influence intention to opt in to a HIE and willingness to disclose health information through emotional trust. Moreover, the cognitive trust in competence was more significant than the integrity trust in explaining both opt-in intention and willingness to reveal information because the total effect of competence trust (0.397) was higher than that of integrity belief (0.275). This finding indicates that one can most significantly increase a patient's dependence on a HIE through demonstrating sufficient evidence about its competence and technological capability to exchange health information seamlessly among healthcare entities. For instance, healthcare providers can use educational videos to convey key information about their HIE's competency to help patients form cognitive trust in the HIE. Practitioners and policy makers should design more powerful persuasion techniques based on factors that affect cognitive trust in competence, cognitive trust in integrity, and emotional trust in HIE.
Limitations and Future Research
As with any research, this one has some limitations. First, I focused only on regional patient-centered HIE efforts. Thus, future research could test the model I propose in contexts that include other HIE models such as direct exchange and query-based initiatives. The model I promise in this study may serve as a starting point in delineating how patients form trust in HIE, and future research needs to investigate the trust-building process and its different dimensions, antecedents, and outcomes. Consistent with previous research in other contexts (Komiak & Benbasat, 2006) , I separated the cognitive trust in HIE competence from cognitive trust in HIE integrity to better demonstrate the different role that each dimension may play in patients' decision-making process. Future studies could extend this model by measuring cognitive trust as a second-order construct.
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The Process Second, in this study, I conceptualized and measured trust in HIE from consumers' perspectives. In this research, I examined trust in HIE through patients' trust in the technology itself that providers use to electronically share health records. Therefore, I focused on the degree of trust in the exchange mechanism and system (HIE as technology), not other entities (such as healthcare providers). Future studies could extend this work by examining whether trust in providers and healthcare organizations (as a HIE stakeholder) affects trust in HIE mechanisms (as technology) or vice versa. For instance, if a HIE provides a robust privacy policy with transparent components and leverages reliable security safeguards to protect health data in the information transmissions, will patients always trust healthcare providers who use it? Moreover, another promising area for future research involves investigating the likely difference between patients' trust in individual providers and their trust in healthcare organizations with large administrative systems in order to identify whether and how this difference influences patients' cognitive and emotional trust in HIE technology. Thus, future research could examine the possible variance in patients' trust-building mechanisms based on provider types.
Third, in this study, I leveraged several measures and filters to recruit participants who were familiar with a regional patient-centered HIE's functions and privacy policy. However, since I used a self-rated sample of participants from MTurk, some individuals may not have actually known about HIE mechanisms and construed the IT artifact in their own way. Therefore, I suggest that further studies use a different method to ensure that subjects know about HIE efforts. For instance, future research could recruit informed patients whom providers that participate in HIE initiatives have directly referred. Moreover, I used an online survey to recruit participants. Thus, I only considered individuals who accessed the Internet and were healthy enough to participate in the online survey. Future studies could use other data-collection means and sampling strategies to reach out to a sample that would generalize to a wide range of healthcare consumers.
Fourth, the proposed model explained around 50 percent of the variance in trust factors (cognitive and emotional), which suggests that the model could include other variables. Future research should examine other factors that may affect the trust-building process in the HIE context.
Fifth, health information's sensitivity may affect the intention to opt in to a HIE and willingness to disclose health information. For instance, if patients perceive that their health information to be highly sensitive, they may prefer to hide it from healthcare providers and become less likely to opt in to a HIE network that shares such personal information (e.g., mental health information, sexual health diseases) with other providers. Future studies could measure the possible effect that perceived health sensitivity has on the two behavioral intentions that I use in this research. Additionally, in this study, I do not focus on a specific group of patients with sensitive information (such as individuals who live with HIV). Future research could extend this model to identify how individuals develop cognitive and emotional trust will be developed in contexts with highly sensitive information. Finally, the two behavioral intentions may follow a two-stage model, in which intention to opt in to a HIE may occur prior to the willingness to disclose health information. I recommend that future studies investigate the possible relationship between the two intentions and the impact that these intentions have on patients' actual behaviors.
Conclusion
Sharing personal information and depending on technology to exchange information constitute trustrelated behaviors. However, research has not yet clearly examined how consumer trust develops in the HIE context in which healthcare organizations use HIE technology to share information. To fill this research gap, I mainly draw on the privacy and trust literatures to articulate patients' trust-building process. I show that consumers' reactions to HIE will not likely follow a purely cognitive process. For patients, cognitive trust in competence and integrity and emotional trust constitute fundamental factors that influence their intention to opt in to HIE and their willingness to disclose health information. The results imply that both cognitive and emotional procedures can determine the extent to which patients rely on HIE. According to the results, one needs to raise patients' awareness about HIE functions and sharing models and reducing their possible concerns about exchange mechanisms through highlighting expected benefits, improving the privacy policies' transparency, and increasing familiarity with HIE functions to reinforce patients' trust in HIE initiatives. Finally, patient trust in HIE plays a critical role in enhancing the probability that HIE initiatives will succeed. The HIE has the notice that clearly states type of health data collected and shared
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